Climate-adaptive garden

Future-proof through climate
adaptation in the garden

Climate change in the
garden
The climate is changing. We are getting more and
more heat waves, more dry periods and more
extreme rainfall. Unfortunately, we also notice
that biodiversity continues to decline. Climate
change affects everyone. That is why we must
become climate-proof for the future. This brochure provides important tips you need to know
to make your garden future-proof! Designing a
garden is not easy. You have to take a lot of
things into account. Climate change is added to
that. That is why we have listed the most important steps for creating a beautiful, climateadaptive garden in this brochure. We start with
the design, then we give you information about
the planting and the paving, and we end with the
layout. All tips in this brochure contribute to a
future-proof garden.

Because we build a lot worldwide, biodiversity is
declining everywhere. Also, in the Netherlands
there are very few places left that are still really
wild. You can organize your garden in such a way
that biodiversity increases again. That way you
will also breathe new life into your garden!
This brochure gives you an insight in how your
garden can be arranged in a climate-adaptive
way, so that you will experience less nuisance
from the consequences of climate change in the
future. The tips that are given serve as an aid. Do
you have a creative idea or initiative yourself? Do
not hesitate to apply this.

This brochure is a publication of the Municipality
of Middelburg in the context of climate adaptation in the municipality. The steps in this brochure
Due to climate change various problems arise,
arising from, among other things, the European
such as flooding due to heavy rainfall, heat and projects Cool Towns
drought. Due to the global warming, we are inand SCAPE. For more
creasingly dealing with these phenomena. Fortu- information, visit
nately, we can adapt to these issues.
Middelburg.nl/
europese-projecten.

Flooding
Extreme rainfall is increasingly common.
When a lot of rain falls in a small area in a
short time, the risk of flooding increases.
This will certainly occur when there is a lot
of paved surface. That is why it is good to
have as little paving in the garden as possible. This gives the water more chance to
sink into the soil.

Heat & drought
Global warming is also increasing the number of heat waves and dry spells. Trees and
plants keep your garden cool for longer. You
can also provide coolness by placing shade
cloths or water features. That way you can
cool off during the next heat wave.

Did you know Zeeland nights are warmest in the Netherlands?

Biodiversiteit
Biodiversity refers to the amount and
variety of life. More greenery in the
garden attracts more birds, insects and
other animals. This provides more life
in your garden. In addition, you contribute to the local nature!
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Pavement

Floor tiles?
A good ratio between floor tiles and greenery is essential. The greener the better. More green means less
flooding because the water can infiltrate the ground
better. With a green garden you also contribute to reducing the urban heat effect. Your garden certainly
does not have to be tile-free. For example, create small
terraces, step tiles in the grass or a tiled path. Most important is that there is plenty of greenery around the
tiles. This ensures that water can easily sink into the
ground and prevents flooding during extreme rainfall.

Water drainage
Because your neighborhood is being climate-adaptive, there are no options for connecting a rainwater drainage to the
sewer system. That is why it is a good idea to provide your
own water storage, such as a rain barrel or an underground
tank. With this collected water you can then water the garden during dry periods. You can also take it a step further
by using the water for your plumbing. That way, you don't
have to use drinking water to flush your toilet. Much more
sustainable!

Driveway
Do you have a driveway to, for example, your garage or parking space next to the house? Then choose not to fully harden or asphalt it.
When the driveway is completely paved, this provides extra water
drainage to the sewer. When you also use greenery in your driveway, the rainwater can easily disappear into the ground, and your
car is still stable.
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Planting

Nature
Zeeland is known for its beautiful nature. The many nature parks, the sea and the Scheldt ensure a high level
of biodiversity in our province. You can contribute to
this by opting for a green garden! This helps to expand
nature in your garden. Choose trees, plants and flowers
that are native to our province.

Infinite choice
There is almost an infinite choice of flowers, plants and
trees. So, a logical question is where to start. For planting it is important to keep an eye on various aspects.
Of course, the weather and the seasons play a role. In
addition, it is also good to take into account sun, shade,
water and the soil. When planting trees & shrubs, also
pay attention to the direction of the sun. For example, if
your windows face south, you'll need the most shade
there to keep it cool inside. In addition, it is better to
place a green boundary fence instead of a wooden fence.

Out of the Box
Your garden is not the only place where you can take
care of greenery. You can furnish the flat roofs of your
house, extension, garage or summerhouse with a green
appearance. This ensures coolness indoors and better
water drainage.
Also think 'out of the box'. Green roofs are already quite special, but what about a gable garden, an inner garden or a floating garden? The special possibilities are
endless. In short: the greener the better!
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Layout

Terrace & garden house
In addition to paving and planting, the layout of your
garden is also important. For example, do you want a
terrace, a garden shed or a shed? When designing, you
should also think about what you want to do in your
garden. A terrace with garden furniture to sit comfortably or a swimming pool for your children? It is good to
see whether a cool place can be made in the summer.
In general, the garden is already cooling down because
you have a lot of greenery, but you can also place a shade cloth or a pergola. This can be done in many creative
ways, keeping your garden cool in the summer. This
also makes it more pleasant to often sit in the garden.

Front garden
Do you also have a front garden? There too, you can
ensure a good design. Installing a gable garden in small
front yards, or planting trees or shrubs in larger front
yards can provide shade for your home. This makes it
less hot in the house on hot days.

Energy
The energy transition will play an important role in the
coming years. You can already prepare for this by, for
example, installing solar panels or a solar boiler on
your garden house or using sustainable lighting. When
you use these resources, you are immediately futureproof and sustainable.

